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Unplugging PlugX 
Sinkholing the “PlugX worm” botnet



When our dear old friend PlugX…

> Typical RAT with lot of functionalities.
> Here for more than 15 years.
> MSS-linked intrusion sets love it!
> Mostly launched via DLL side-loading.
> Many variants & still in use in 2024.
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is becoming a worm…

> Custom variant with a wormable component.
> Duplicates itself on connected flash drives
> Used to bypass air gap (replication & files exfiltration.)
> Few variants, four known C2s, linked to Mustang Panda.
> Like most of worms, it propagated worldwide.

 
Known malwares: 
Mostly PlugX variants and custom codes

Known Infection vectors: 
Phishing, watering holes, USB worms

Recent targeting 
Strategic topics in Asia, EU, Africa

Infection vector kink
Emails leading to malicious archives

MUSTANG PANDA (2012-Today)



Prior publications…



Prior publications, hi 45.142.166.112! 

We then saw C2 activity 
reaching out to multiple 
variations on the IP address 
45.142.166.112

““
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C2 up ? Sinkhole



Sinkholing 45.142.166.112
for the price of a 🍺.



nmap -sP 45.142.166.112
Starting Nmap 7.80 ( https://nmap.org ) at 2023-09-21 10:32 CEST
Note: Host seems down. If it is really up, but blocking our ping probes, try -Pn
Nmap done: 1 IP address (0 hosts up) scanned in 3.01 seconds
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~1000 requests per seconds



Typical PlugX requests received on the 443 (http, raw), 80 (http) and 110 (raw)

POST /[a-f0-9]{8}
Accept: */*
jsp-se: 0
jsp-st: 0
jsp-si: 61456
jsp-sn: 1
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0;Win64;x64)AppleWebKit/537.36
Host: <ip>:443
Content-Length: 0
Connection: Keep-Alive
Cache-Control: no-cache

Received requests



A cheap sinkhole, which works.

Cheap front
(iptables + nginx + python)

Cheap backend
(mongodb + python)

PlugX worm

Country / ASN 
enrichment

Hits & delta time 
calculation

World Map, data 
search & export.

- Use of IPTables rate limiting 
- Check of right PlugX headers
- Forward the client IP to the backend.

443
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Some observations, after 6 months.

+ 2.5M unique IPs from +170 countries
~ 90-100K  IPs seen per day (so, essentially a small botnet)

Percentage per country, for ~100K IPs retrieved during one day - 152 countries



Some observations, after 6 months.

+ 2.5M unique IPs from +170 countries
~ 90-100K IPs seen per day (so, essentially a small botnet)

Percentage horizontal chart

Percentage per country, for ~100K IPs retrieved during one day - 152 countries



A possible implication in the security of CN  investments?

Infrastructure investments (Ports, Railways)
Strategic straits



A possible implication in the security of CN  investments?
(hard to say as China invests everywhere… and the worm is 4 years old.)

Infrastructure investments (Ports, Railways)
Strategic straits



Looking at remote disinfection 
opportunities.



Why disinfect & initial idea

A dead botnet might not be truly dead and can be repurposed
> This example demonstrates a $7 IP takeover. 
> IP takeover can occur at various levels.

Propose sovereign disinfection to LEAs & National CERTs
> Allow them to carry it out via an interface for specific ASNs.

 > But, remember: it's still a worm.

Ok, but how to achieve that?
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Initial questions.

How does its com’s encryption work?

Can a workstation be disinfected remotely?

Can both the workstation and a flash drive be disinfected?
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2 cents on PlugX worm

What the user sees

The reality

LNK > [ EXE > DLL > BIN ]



Once PlugX is executed from the Flash drive
> Redirects the user to the hidden “data” directory
> Copies itself to the workstation
> Adds persistence
> Restarts itself from the workstation

 

2 cents on PlugX worm



When executed from the workstation: 
> Communicates with the C2 & awaits commands
> Automatically infects other flash drives

> Copies certain files to a hidden directory onto the Flash 
drive (air gap functionality)

2 cents on PlugX worm



PlugX (weak) crypto coms.

Use of RC4 for C2 communications: 
First part of the key hardcoded in the sample (we know)
Second part of the key provided by the C2 (we control)



PlugX (weak) crypto coms.

Weak cryptography
> No public key cryptography nor certificate pinning
> Easy to interact with workstations infected by PlugX



Disinfection opportunities: 
Two strategies, two impacts



STRATEGY #1

Use of the self-deletion command



Deletion command (0x1005)



One response example

KEY SUFFIX

ENCRYPTED HEADER

KEY SUFFIX



Just one HTTP response suffices in 
allowing workstation disinfection.



The same HTTP response can be used 
for all workstations.



…but the flash drive 
remains infected ;]



STRATEGY #2

Sending a disinfection payload



Sending a disinfection payload

The payload :

> Disinfects workstation
> If a flash drive is plugged in & infected:

> Removes PlugX binaries & staged data
> Moves the “data” directory to the drive's root

Tips: 
> Our payload shares many similarities with PlugX
> To reuse the PlugX code 
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Find the differences

PlugX code (from IDA Pro)

My code



Sending a disinfection payload

How to execute this payload?

> 0x1002: Create a new listening thread 
> 0x300e: Expand environment var (%TEMP%)
> 0x3007: CreateFile
> 0x10003008: WriteFile
> 0x10003009: CloseFile
> 0x300c: CreateProcess



Six HTTP responses suffices in allowing 
workstation and flash drive disinfection.



But…



Limitations, yeah, big limitations.

No persistence
> The infected flash drive has to be plugged in

Very intrusive
> Modifies the directory tree
> Removes staged data



Lessons learned.

This case presented a fun technical challenge, yet its  
propagation vector renders it nearly unstoppable.

The $7 method we have used to obtain the IP address 
has been successfully applied in other cases.

As this example illustrates, the potential for botnet 
reuse must always be considered, especially in the 
case of worms.



Unanswered questions (yet).

Does this worm have one or multiple patient zeros? In 
how many countries?

What was its real intended purpose?

What’s the real status of the other three C2? We saw 
that one of them has an InetSim :)



Questions?

Félix Aimé Charles Meslay

Blogpost


